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A L U M N I

R E V I S I T E D

UCA Rochester has a great track record in 
nurturing student so that when they graduate, 
they are not only innovative designers 
but also have all the skills to make them 
employable. Graduates have gone to works 
for international fashion brands such and 
Marc Jacobs and Celine and set up their own 
labels. Here, five former graduates reflect 
on their time during university and  recap on 

what they have done since graduating.

Interviews by Lauren Mason
Illustrations by Jo Graham
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R A F F A E L E

A S C I O N E
Raffaele Ascione is a London based womenswear fashion 

designer. Raffaele has already caught the attention of ce-

lebrities including Lady Gaga and Jessie J and reached 

the semi-finals of the prestigious talent platform ‘Fashion 

Fringe’. Here, Raffaele gives his insight into what he learned 

whilst studying BA (Hons) Fashion Design at UCA Rochester 

and how this has affected his work.

What do you regard as the most important thing that you 

learnt at university? The most important thing was defi-

nitely the importance of one-to-one tuition and the strong 

focus on pattern and technical skill development. I was al-

ways encouraged to stay true to myself but I was always 

able to see someone and ask for advice, which really meant 

a lot to me. University can only teach you so much as the 

rest is down to hard work, ambition and drive to develop 

independently. UCA Rochester gave me a great base for the 

understanding of garments, technical knowledge and how 

to be a good team player, all elements that are crucial to 

know when entering the industry. The real world works very 

differently sometimes, but if you are willing to adapt and 

focus on whatever job you’re doing, then good results will 

evolve. I have created my own process with time. Using the 

pattern, design and technical skills that I learned at UCA 

A N D R E W

T I B B L E
Having graduated with a degree in Fashion Product Innova-

tion (now BA (Hons) Fashion Atelier) 4 years ago, Andrew 

is now a pattern cutter at Haider Ackermann in Antwerp, 

Belgium. After graduating he spent time working in Lon-

don with various designers, improving his skills and gaining 

valuable knowledge which is needed in the industry. Always 

inspired by unusual constructions and clever detailing, An-

drew gives an insight into his journey so far.

Why did you decide to study at UCA Rochester? I actu-

ally had a place at another university starting the previous 

year, but decided not to do it about a month before starting 

as it was not focusing on the area I was most interested 

in: pattern cutting. The Fashion Product Innovation (now BA  

(Hons) Fashion Atelier), course at UCA Rochester caught my 

attention right away because of the expertise and sort of 

projects being offered. Once I had spoken with the staff 

about it, I was sold.

What did you do after university? I wish that I had taken 

more work experience as a student, as it opens so many 

doors to a hard working intern. I got my first job in industry 

through an internship, as have many people I know, if not at 

the company they worked for, then with people they worked 

alongside. Since leaving university I have worked as the stu-

dio manager and pattern cutter for Jean-Pierre Braganza in 

London and did so for 3 years.  My experience there allowed 

me to start working as a freelance pattern cutter for vari-

ous labels in London, as well as assisting at the University 

as a graduate teaching assistant. I am currently working at 

Haider Ackermann.

What do you regard as the most important thing that you 

learnt at university? The most important thing, for me, is 

how to think in three dimensions.  It is about how to visual-

ise what a pattern will look like when it is made into a gar-

ment, and therefore what alterations will have to be done 

to other areas of the garment. I find that each company I 

work for has a slightly different preferred method of doing 

things, so I learn new techniques at each job. But having a 

sound knowledge of the basics, how to draft sleeves for any 

armhole, and the importance of certain shapes for certain 

areas of the body to allow movement, are all essential.

What advice would you give to students in preparation 

for when they leave University? Be realistic about what will 

happen when you start in the industry; you have to work very 

hard, sometimes very long hours and for very little pay.  You 

have to prove to people that you can do it and that you want 

to do it as you will have a lot of competition and you have 

to get involved straight away. Don’t wait for people to ap-

proach you, and don’t apply for jobs one at a time.  Some-

times people get lucky and manage to get great opportuni-

ties quickly, but don’t be discouraged because your friend 

gets a job straight away and you don’t. If you are dedicated 

and love what you do, then the patience will pay off.
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Rochester, I developed them into my own style. Freelance 

jobs, my Masters degree from Central Saint Martins and 

observing others in the industry, has further contributed to 

my own unique working style.

What did you do after university? Since leaving university 

I have undertaken a number of different projects. Initially, I 

went on to work for a year as a junior designer for the Max 

Mara Fashion Group, in Italy. After that I got accepted onto 

the Masters course at Central Saint Martins. Since then, I 

have been doing some freelance work for projects involved 

with Prada, Jessie J and Lady Gaga. I also tutor part time 

at UCA Rochester, which I love, because it’s a great feeling 

to know when you have triggered the right side of the brain 

in a student.

J E N N I F E R

A L L E N
Jennifer Allen is Menswear Design Assistant and Assistant 

Garment Technologist at Reiss. She studied Fashion Man-

agement (now part of Fashion Design) at UCA Rochester, 

specifically for Menswear and has since undertaken a range 

of different projects, including internships at Nicola Finetti 

and Erdem. Jennifer gives an overview of her time at Uni-

versity and offers advice for future graduates. 

Why did you decide to study at UCA Rochester? I stud-

ied for my BTEC National Diploma in Art and Design when 

the university was known as KIAD.  After seeing the fashion 

shows and work of fashion design students there, along with 

the wealth of equipment and resources at UCA Rochester, I 

decided that it was the place for me.

 What do you regard as the most important thing that you 

learnt at university? In general, time management: jug-

gling different projects at the same time and keeping to 

deadlines kept me on my toes, and I can safely say that 

good time management is now a skill of mine. On a more 

specific note, learning to use Adobe Illustrator was very im-

portant, as this is a key skill that has enabled me to be in 

the role I have at Reiss.

How have you adapted the skills you learnt at university 

for everyday practice? My role at Reiss is as a design as-

sistant in the menswear team, so I use many skills ,assisting 

in lots of areas. A key skill I learnt at university is garment 

construction - the ability to understand how a garment is 

put together and to be able to visualise the construction of 

a garment. This so important in terms of translating the de-

signer’s ideas into plausible garments and I’m always ask-

ing myself ‘is this possible?’, ‘how will it work?’. If it wasn’t 

for continually sampling construction methods and receiv-

ing tutorials from technicians at UCA, I would have much 

less of an understanding of this.

Where would you like to be in ten years time? I would like 

to be working as category-specific designer, driving the im-

age of a brand such as formals, casuals, or denim. 

What advice would you give to students in preparation for 

when they leave University? I think it ’s important to realise 

that it is very difficult to land a job in fashion. You will hear 

it many times that there’s so much competition from not 

only other graduates, but also from people already working 

within the industry, who have much more experience.  When 

you graduate and you seem to get very little response from 

applications and requests, it can be really disheartening. I 

would say don’t be too downtrodden by this; try going for an 

internship while you look for a paid position. You may feel 

that you deserve, or are ready for, the real thing now, but 

if you look at it in terms of proving yourself and your skills 

whilst working, as opposed to what is on paper, you may 

end up landing yourself a job anyway. I took this route, and 

am eternally grateful for the opportunity.

V I C T O R I A 

S N E P P
Victoria Snepp graduated from BA (Hons) Fashion Design de-

gree from UCA Rochester in 2000 after which she worked 

for Karen Millen, Whistles, Jigsaw and Press & Bastyan. She 

is  currently the Senior Designer at British premium brand 

Bastyan and the joint owner of ‘Pret-a-golf ’, a women’s golf 

label. Victoria reflects on her time at university and how what 

she learnt has enhanced her career.
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A L E X

M A T T S S O N
Alex Mattsson is a menswear designer with his own label 

based in London.  Alex’s inspiration is derived from a va-

riety of sources ranging from technology, science fiction, 

ancient civilizations and the differences in cultures. His ex-

perimental and contemporary approach to menswear de-

sign is a rejuvenating change. Alex gives his perspective on 

what he has learnt since graduating and why university was 

so important to him. 

What do you regard as the most important thing that you 

learnt at university? How to make clothes. The technical side 

of my work is incredibly important and my time at UCA Roch-

ester sparked that flame, whilst laying the foundations for my 

pattern cutting, construction and design skills. With regards 

to whether I feel that UCA Rochester prepared me for the real 

world, then yes, I definitely think it did. I turned up to univer-

sity wide eyed and naïve, but my time at UCA Rochester saw 

me come out battle-hardened and aware of what the industry 

is like. The projects are ‘realistic’ and prepare you for a ca-

reer in the creative industries. I still use all the skills I learned 

during my time in university such as pattern cutting, sewing 

and designing on a daily basis. I also work on commissioned 

projects alongside my own label where project management 

skills are key. 

What did you do after university? My label is an ongoing 

venture that has attracted other exciting projects. I would 

probably describe my brand as having three main focal 

points: future, retro and nostalgia. My menswear style is driv-

en towards innovation and experimentation. I would say the 

highlight is being selected for the Selfridges ‘Bright Young 

Things’ where I designed and set up a window display as well 

as stocked my garments in store. Another fun project was de-

signing a capsule collection for Nylon magazine pop up shop 

in Tokyo. I am currently also designing a new Scandinavian 

sportswear brand and working on a project with i-D maga-

zine. Mostly though I am working on my own label and devel-

oping everything as the brand moves onwards and upwards. 

I am a firm believer in working hard and going with the flow. 

The rest sorts itself out. 

What qualities appealed to you in wanting to study at UCA 

Rochester? Initially I was going to apply to one of the more 

popular universities after studying at KIAD Maidstone (now 

UCA) on the foundation course. I quickly realised that it was 

just as important to look at the syllabus and what a course 

had to offer. BA (Hons) Fashion Design degree at Rochester 

had all the elements I needed and wanted.  It had the right 

mix of design, pattern cutting and production lessons for me 

to really get stuck in and learn the process from start to finish. 

Having completed my foundation at KIAD I knew how amaz-

ing the course, staff and experience was.  

As Senior Designer at Bastyan, what do you do on a day-

to-day basis? My Boss Tonia Bastyan, Liz the Junior Designer 

and I have a catch up regarding various things such as design 

sketches, colour, fabrics etc. Each Monday we have a trade 

meeting where our Merchandiser and Retail Director will re-

port on the weekly sales, best sellers, best performing stores. 

We will then work out the mannequin changes for the week 

ahead and this will then be emailed out to stores for them 

to follow. Following lots of new stock arriving, we will go to 

re-merchandise the product in the Oxford Street store, as this 

helps to keep things fresh and exciting. I will also spend sev-

eral hours a week updating our blogs, searching the web for 

new inspirations and checking out our competitors by visiting 

the stores, such as Selfridges and Harvey Nichols. 

How did you manage to secure such an esteemed position 

at Bastyan? I think there are a few key things which led me 

on this path: 1) enthusiasm; 2) an amicable personality - get 

on with your peers/employers (no tantrums, keep grounded/

level headed and don’t think you know everything!); 3) hard 

work; 4) positive thinking; and 5) conscientiousness. If you 

leave a good impression on every company you have worked 

for, opportunities will come your way. If you become indispen-

sable, people will always value you. So, as long as you work 

hard, prove yourself and enjoy what you do, there will always 

be something around the corner. I was lucky enough to leave 

an impression with my previous employer at Press & Bastyan, 

so 10 years later when she was setting up her new brand 

Bastyan, she wanted to employ me again.

What advice would you give to students in preparation for 

when they leave University? Do not give up! Persevere and 

be willing to work hard. Make yourself available for any type 

of fashion job, whether it be a buyer, merchandiser, fabric 

buyer, technician or design assistant. Do not turn down work 

experience because they do not pay what you expect/want. If 

you truly believe in yourself, and the future career you wish to 

pursue, then time or money shouldn’t be an issue. The most 

valuable thing when you graduate is to learn, and get yourself 

into the industry. I decided to go direct to companies. You 

need to put yourself out there, approach key designers/retail 

companies you would like to work for, write to them, ring 

them, talk to people who may know someone who works there 

and network. I can now say that all the hard work, overtime 

and no money, has all been worth it.  I am the happiest I have 

ever been, and I think it is all down to achieving what I intend-

ed to do – designing for a brand I truly love and working with 

talented people. I am still learning something new everyday.
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